
watching

Instructions:
A. Cut this entire page horizontally, using the dotted line above as a guide.

B. Cut out the back panel of the card (lady with binoculars) at left, cutting 
along the solid outer line. Set aside.

C. Now for the foliage strip. Before cutting out the long, horizontal foliage 
strip, use the little lines outside the strip (above and below) as your fold-
ing guide, and fold the whole thing first. The solid guide lines represent 
a “mountain” fold (the fold crease comes towards you). The dotted (light 
gray) guidelines represent a “valley” fold (the fold crease goes away from 
you. The end result is an accordion folded strip. Now cut the whole strip 
out horizontally, using the solid horizontal lines (yes, the white part at 
either end right out to the end of the page is part of the strip). 

D. Press the foliage strip together into its accordion folds, but fold the white 
ends back out of the way. Use the faint circle on the panel (see above left) 
as a guide, and cut through all layers. You should now have an accordion 
strip with three circles cut out of it.

See page 3 for illustrated guide
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bird

Instructions:
A. Cut this entire page horizontally, using the dotted line above as a guide.

B. Cut out the front panel of the card (lady with bird) at left, cutting along the 
solid outer line. Set aside.

C. Now for the bird strip. Before cutting out the long, horizontal bird strip, 
use the little lines outside the strip (above and below) as your folding 
guide, and fold the whole thing first. The solid guide lines represent a 
“mountain” fold (the fold crease rises towards you). The dotted (light 
gray) guidelines represent a “valley” fold (the fold crease retreats away 
from you. The end result is an accordion folded strip. Now cut the whole 
strip out horizontally, using the solid horizontal lines (and yes, the white 
section at either end all the way out to the edge of the paper is part of the 
strip). You will notice the folds in this strip are the opposite of the folds 
on the foliage strip.

See illustrated guide on page 3.
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illustrated guide

A. Initial pieces cut out. Once the long panels are folded, 
cut each panel out horizontally using the solid horizontal 
lines (and yes, the white at either end is included).

B. Keeping the two white end pieces clear, fold the foliage 
strip together and use the half-circle visible on the front as 
a cutting guide. Cut through all foliage layers.

C. With images on each strip facing forward, press together the first 
two white panels, matching up fold edges. Stitch along the fold.

Make medium-size stitches, 
stitch all the way in one direc-
tion, and then reverse, going 
back in the opposite direction 
using the same needle holes. 
Tie off in back.

Stitch 1st, 3rd, 5th, and 7th 
folds in the same manner.

D. Fold the card together so that you have 
two stitched-together white panels facing 
out at either end. Glue on the front (“bird”) 
onto front and back (“watching”) onto back. 
Make sure your card is right side up and you 
are not gluing the covers on upside down.

Correctly stitched version should look like this.
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